Haivision’s video wall and real-time video solutions for public safety agencies enable rapid situational awareness and visual collaboration for first responders when it matters most. View incidents as they unfold, make informed decisions and respond to urgent situations fast with powerful video technology.
Collaborate with other local or municipal agencies, quickly respond to emergencies, and aid in public safety

Haivision’s comprehensive video wall system is centered around Haivision Command 360, a powerful visual collaboration software platform that integrates with displays and purpose-built hardware to establish real-time situational awareness for informed decision-making in Real-Time Crime, Emergency Operations, Traffic Management, and Emergency Dispatch Centers.

Users can easily display incoming data from the field, from any source, on a high-resolution video wall giving police, fire, traffic, and emergency first responders 24/7 visual insight into situations as they happen.

HAIVISION

Command 360

An intuitive video wall software platform that enables public safety agencies to visualize and dynamically respond to urgent situations.
Real-Time Video for Emergency Response

Haivision technology equips public safety teams with reliable, secure, and low-latency video streaming capabilities for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations so first responders and emergency management personnel can make critical decisions and respond quickly to situations as they develop.

Stream critical video captured from drones, helicopters, body-worn cameras, and land vehicles to provide public safety agencies with essential situational awareness and intelligence.

**Haivision**

Makito X4

Securely encode and decode real-time, Full-motion video and metadata regardless of network constraints.

Makito X1 Rugged

View video with an ultra-compact, ruggedized and portable HEVC and H.264 low-latency video encoder.
Video Technology for Public Safety

Video Ecosystem

REAL-TIME SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND VISUAL COLLABORATION FOR PUBLIC SAFETY OPERATIONS

Haivision’s comprehensive video wall solution includes a combination of hardware and software components based on your organization’s environment and use case. Our intuitive, high-performance system drives effective communication, informed decision making, and targeted action.

READY TO EXPAND YOUR INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS?

CONSULT WITH AN EXPERT

Direct: +1 (514) 334-5445
Toll Free: +1 (877) 224-5445
videosolutions@haivision.com